General: The authors provide a short overview on the treatment approach of preventing mPT after TBI or SCI. They focus on the pharmacological therapeutic option of applying CsA or NIM811.
Introduction
Short sentence/few examples on what is meant with "up-stream cell death signaling pathways"?
The Mitochondria Permeability Transition "However, following SCI or TBI, mitochondria rapidly become dysfunctional resulting in a NEURAL REGENERATION RESERACH www.nrronline.org loss of cytosolic Ca2+ buffering capacity due to influx of massive pathophysiological levels of Ca2+ through glutamate receptor subtypes, the endoplasmic reticulum, free radical…, ….
Comment: Not really clear from this sentence how endoplasmatic reticulum is related to mitochondrial dysfunction.
Inhibiting mPTP Formation in TBI and SCI "As stated above, there is strong evidence that targeting the mPTP mitochondria has therapeutic potential in the treatment…." Comment: The word "mitochondria" seems out of place in this sentence -can be deleted?
Maybe to treat the mitochondrial dysfunction has therapeutic potential? The mitochondria itself is not a therapeutic Inhibiting mPTP Formation in TBI and SCI "What is clear from this analysis is that the majority of labs found CsA or NIM811 to be effective in the treatment of various TBI-related outcomes across a range of doses routes of administration and injury models." Comment: As in general negative results are not published -as the authors mention themselves in "Future Considerations -the authors actually don't know if it is the "majority" of labs that found CsA or NIM811 to be effective. It would be possible to say "…. Many labs found…."
Inhibiting mPTP Formation in TBI and SCI "…..NIM811 was reported to be effective in all TBI studies…."
Comment: This sentence is misleading as there seem to be only one NIM811 study in table 1 Minor Future Considerations: "For example, the benefit of CsA administration seems to follow and inverted U-shape highlighting the need…."
Probably: "…….seems to follow an inverted U-shape…." 
